Critical Trauma Care
$250
Continuing education only – not for college credit

We train to be accurate and safe with our self-defense firearms, but how many people get the
equipment and training to deal with the possible aftermath?
Learn what equipment you’ll want in your blow-out kit and how to quickly and effectively
employ it in the event of gun shots, stabbings, blast injuries, and auto accidents. These lifesaving techniques will bridge the time gap between time of injury and surgery to best insure
survival for the trauma victim.
Ken Kowalski recently completed 4 years of service in the US Army as a combat medic,
having been posted to COP Jaghato in the Wardak Province of Afghanistan. His previous
medical experience extends back to 1996, working in critical care and anesthesia. He is a
Nationally Registered EMT.
In 2004 Ken began to collect firearms. Within a few years he became very interested in rifle
marksmanship and became involved with the Appleseed Project as both a participant and
instructor in training. In addition, he helped to conduct classes with the United States Rifleman’s
Association in New Mexico.
Ken has shared his knowledge of rifles and firearms training with the public through the new
media of podcasts. In July of 2011 he started the popular Rimfire Podcast, and then in August of
2013 added Modern Rifle Radio. Between the two, he has produced over 100 shows featuring
such guests and co-hosts as popular photographer and RKBA activist Oleg Volk, Jim Fuller of
Rifle Dynamics, Jack Spirko of the Survival Podcast, and Glen Tate – the author of 299 Days. In
addition, Ken has appeared on Shooter Ready Radio in Colorado and was part of the big
Memorial Day show on The Gun Nation with Doc Wesson.
After the US military, Ken began a career in custom Gunsmithing by attending and graduating
from Trinidad State. In addition, he teaches firearms and trauma first aid classes.

Ken Kowalski
Supplies needed
Students should bring a Yoga mat or foam camping pad

